Online
Subscription
Resources
ALEKS (K–12)
ALEKS is an online assessment and learning
program for grades 3–12. Using adaptive
questioning, ALEKS identifies precisely what a
student knows and doesn’t know within a course.
Through personalized instruction on the exact
topics each student is most ready to learn, ALEKS
effectively targets knowledge gaps enabling
immediate success in mastering new material.
$23.20 per student (no minimum)
NOTE: Order will be placed directly
through the rep. Download order form.

BRAINPOP (K–12)
BrainPOP is a trusted learning resource supporting
K-12 core and supplemental subjects and offering
a suite of learning tools such as animated movies,
engaging learning games, playful assessments,
reflection and creation tools, customizable quizzes,
and primary source activities. Students can
demonstrate their knowledge in ways that work
best for them - movie making, concept mapping,
written reflection activities, etc. Subscription can
be used at school and at home. Add BrainPOP ELL
to your order for unlimited access to WIDA-aligned
lessons to build language skills.
Pricing by student
enrollment for:
BrainPOP 1-10
BrainPOP 11-25
Brainpop 26+
BrainPOP ELL 1-10
BrainPOP ELL 11-25
BrainPOP ELL 26+

12-month
$152.00
$303.00
$609.00
$182.00
$453.00
$738.50

14-month
$178.25
$353.50
$711.00
$330.00
$505.00
$862.25

CENTURION (K–12)
SmartShield® endpoint protection creates a virtual
space where all unwanted changes are wiped away
with each reboot. SmartControl Resource Manager
allows you to manage all the features of your
SmartShield® clients remotely without having to
leave your office.
$6.75 single license first time
$2.25 renewal

INFOBASE LEARNING (K–12)
Order based on total K-12 school enrollment.
Bundle A: Learn360 and World Almanac
$4.45 per student bundle license
Bundle A2: Learn360/World Almanac For Kids/
World Almanac for Kids Elementary
$5.60 per student bundle license
Bundle B: Learn360 and
Classroom Video OnDemand
$4.45 per student bundle license
Classroom Video On Demand’s Master Curriculum
Video Collection serves the specific needs of
students who are preparing for college by providing
top-quality video across the entire high school
curriculum, including life skills and guidance. This
specially curated collection is ideal for high schools
that want targeted content, tailored specifically to
their level, rather than a collection that pools the
entire range of K–12 content into one platform.
Learn 360 With over 150,000 media assets
for teachers and students. Learn360 is a
comprehensive K–12 multi-media resource.
The World Almanac® for Kids is the ideal one-stop
reference resource for intermediate-level students.
Brand-new modules and a wealth of new content
have been added, along with more than 50 new
interactive games, more than 100 new videos, and
many other enhancements.
The World Almanac® for Kids Elementary is an
exciting, fun resource especially for elementary
school students. This new database provides a
wealth of elementary-level content—including
engaging illustrated articles, videos, interactives,
Fun Facts, and more—in a colorful, kid-friendly
format perfect for helping young children develop
online research skills.
Compatible for MAP Growth Remediation

The MailBox® School & District Make learning
fun while teaching core skills with thousands of
worksheets, crafts, forms, songs, games, graphic
organizers, patterns, clip art, cards, and more for PK–6.
All content is editor-reviewed and created by teachers
for teachers with new content added regularly.
$2.75 per student
(Order based on total school enrollment.)
Source Reference
A student’s first stop for building research skills,
Source Reference integrates quality reference
content with instructional videos and tutorials
to provide research instruction in the classroom.
Prepare students for the rigors of academia or
any kind of research, building conﬁdence and
cultivating information literacy skills.
$2.85 per student
(Order based on grades 6-12 enrollment.)
Blooms Literature (6-12) Bloom’s Literature is rich
with relevant content on the core authors and works
most studied in the high school curriculum. Students
will find exactly what they need without having
to wade through an uncurated search. Educators
will appreciate the thoughtful organization and
important curriculum tools to help with lesson plans,
assignments, and independent study.
$3.90 per student
(Order based on grades 6-12 enrollment.)
Science Online (6-12) With a wealth of content and
a dynamic design that facilitates STEM research
and learning, the award-winning Science Online
offers a comprehensive overview of a broad range
of scientific disciplines. Topic Centers feature
specially selected content on core science
disciplines to help students find a starting point for
their research. Students can also access the full,
updated content of our unique science eLearning
Modules, which target a variety of core topics and
feature valuable Teacher Support materials for
seamless in-class integration.
$3.90 per student
(Order based on grades 6-12 enrollment.)
Science Today (6-12) Today’s Science bridges
the gap between the science taught in class
and real-world discoveries—giving in-depth
explanations of important advances in biology,
chemistry, environmental science, space, physics,
and technology. Featured articles offer easy access
to related content such as crossword puzzles,
cartoons, and questions; additional articles that
help place news and discoveries in context; and
interviews with scientists that bring the research
to life. An extensive backfile dating back to 1992
illustrates how one scientific advance leads
to another; the stories focus on the questions
scientists ask themselves and, in doing so, reinforce
science educators’ traditional emphasis on the
scientific method. This essential STEM resource
shows how the scientific method can be applied to
everyday life, helping users think like scientists—
applied science in a nutshell.
$2.85 per student
(Order based on grades 6-12 enrollment.)

IXL (K–12)
IXL is an immersive, adaptive K–12 learning
experience that provides comprehensive,
standards-aligned content for math, language arts,
science, and social studies.
Students at each school campus must have the
same product access, not varied by classroom.
This is the US edition, purchased in US dollars.
Sold in bundles
of 5, minimum
purchase of 1 bundle:
Single-subject
(math)
Dual-subject
(math/ELA)
3-subject
(math/ELA/science)
4-subject
(math/ELA/sci/SS)

12-month

14-month

$32.25

$37.50

$60.00

$69.25

$83.75

$97.75

$94.00

$109.75
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LEARNING A–Z (PK–6)

Learning A-Z delivers the PK–6 resources teachers
need to do more. 12-month subscriptions:
Pricing is based on one license per teacher and
includes up to 36 students per classroom only. No
site/school licenses are offered.
Pricing:
Headsprout
RAZ-Kids
RAZ-Plus+
RAZ-Plus ELL
Reading A-Z
Science A-Z
Vocabulary A-Z
Writing A-Z

12-month
$186.00
$106.00
$186.00
$248.00
$106.00
$96.00
$72.05
$79.50

14-month
$223.20
$124.75
$223.20
$290.20
$124.75
$112.75
$72.05
$93.50

MATHLETICS/MATHSEEDS
Mathletics (K-12) – Mathletics is a full K-12
program that supports both student-driven learning
and teacher-led instruction, with state-aligned
content and fluency practice. Teachers get instant
data to isolate students’ strengths and knowledge
gaps. Students build a love of Math through a
highly engaging gamified learning experience and
practice higher order thinking with problem solving
and reasoning activities.
Mathseeds (PK-3) – Mathseeds is a highly
engaging K-3 math program that is designed
for even the youngest learners to navigate and
enjoy independently. Students use the intuitive,
stepping stone format to see their progress and
feel motivated to move forward. Teachers love the
highly engaging lessons, Mental Math Minutes, and
problem solving and reasoning activities.

Site License up to
20 licenses
Each License
over 20

12-month
$170.00

14-month
$199.00

$8.50

$8.50

MOBYMAX (PK-12)
Find and fix math learning gaps covering Common
Core, NGSS, and State Standards. Teacher can
purchase based on the number of students
served and the type of subject (versus module).
All licenses come with classroom motivation,
communication, and progress monitoring modules.
Subjects include Math, ELA, Science, and Social
Studies. Subjects can be licensed individually or
bundled together.
Minimum order of 10 licenses.
Science or Social Studies
Single-Subject License
$6 per student
Math or ELA Single-Subject
$12 per student
All-Subject License
$16 per student
Note: When licensing more than 150
students, the blended cost per student will
decrease as the total number increases.
Use our order calculator to find your rate.

YETI ACADEMY
Yeti provides a web-based experience designed
to provide multiple learning opportunities and
engages students with a variety of learning styles.
Yeti Code enables students to learn and practice
coding in a unique multiplayer game environment.
Our project-based STEM modules are designed
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for both 3rd-5th and 6th-9th grade students with
a project-based appeal where students journey
through different learning opportunities and
teachers are supplied with extensive resources
including lesson plans, activities, slide shows,
tests, and more that can be used in their electronic
format or printed. Each module is methodically
prepared by a highly accredited curriculum
designer with years of STEM teaching experience.
Special introductory price this year of
$98 for up to 30 student licenses
Each additional license is $3.30.

TYPING AGENT (K-12)
With Typing Agent your students learn how to use
their equipment, how to use it safely, and actually
produce work! It features separate keyboarding
environments for K–2, 3, 4–5, middle and high
school students; two typing code sections; and a
Digital Citizenship curriculum with reporting. It also
includes Spanish instructions, Spanish lessons, is
ADA compatible, and more. There is also reporting,
customizable grading, and a dynamic curriculum
that adapts to each student’s needs. It allows for
Google and Office 365 Single Sign-On, as well as
CSV uploading.
Rostering with Clever and ClassLink is
available for an additional fee of $60.
$0.98 per student

LIGHTSPEED
Classroom - Relay Classroom is a tool to help
facilitate and manage your students’ Internet
activity during class. With Relay Classroom,
you can monitor web traffic, respond to the
students who need help, and so much more.
$3.60 per student
Relay - Filter, Monitor, and Report Every Device All in the Cloud!
$4.65 per student

X2VOL
x2VOL by intelliVOL is an award-winning tracking
and reporting platform for student service hours
used by private and public schools and districts
nationwide to customize service goals, centralize
service hours, and provide diverse service
opportunities. x2VOL provides students with an
online and mobile way to track and report service
hours specific to the goals of their school while
engaging them with local nonprofits. Service
records are authenticated and verified for each
student and can be attached to their college
applications, scholarship applications, or resumes.
x2VOL is the most widely used service tracking
and reporting platform in K-12 education with 50
million approved service hours, generating a $1.25B
economic impact.
$2.10 per student (25% discount) + $180.00
one time setup fee per school (50% discount)
There is a $99 support fee per school
starting in the second year. The setup fee
includes the support fee for the first year.
Support is available to students, parents and
nonprofits year-round via phone and email.

ZOOM VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS (K–12)
Communications software that combines
video conferencing, online meetings,
chat, and mobile collaboration.
Zoom is available for purchase year-round.
Pricing is pro-rated based on the full amount.
Zoom Meeting Business
$99
Zoom Room
$370 software-based conference room solution
Zoom Room Connector
$370
Zoom Webinar 100
$310 online meeting for up to 100 people
See store for more Zoom products.
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